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IMG_9661 How to fix that? Or should I delete the new one? Suggestions? A: Your URL
includes the strings?%23tum%23tum%23. That doesn't make any sense to me; however,

that exact string does appear in your Page Source field. Sometimes this URL-encoding that
doesn't make sense is caused by having the same characters in more than one place on the
page. Perhaps when you were uploading new pictures, the order of some of those pictures
included a?#tum? combination, and that combination doesn't exist on your current page. If
you can move all the images in your gallery onto this page and update the URL where they

came from, that should help solve the problem. Big Bark Hunting for a Lesson in
Encouragement Posted by After being surrounded by a park full of trees that became so

much more animated than in the morning, I made my way back to the car. A flock of
waxwings hovered overhead. An eastern bluebird called from a neighboring aspen. The

bright orange leaves of a windflower leant their colors in the garden. These things weren’t
there yesterday. I was also, and for now, all alone. Big Bark Hunting We had come to

preserve for future generations something entirely random: the journey, or a glimpse, of
what life looks like when you are standing inside a forest. And so we stood, at the edge of a
clearing near the highway, amid a forest almost perfectly devoid of other humans. It was in

this setting that I remembered the full beauty of nature. It was beyond the quiet of the
trees, beyond the bright light of the sun as it shone through, that I felt I could see

something of peace, something of the life we’d all share if only we could. It was there that I
felt the entirety of the beauty of all that was, and all that was to come. And it is there that
this journey will always keep me. From time to time, I looked up. Our jobs were to find a
tree that was both big and hollow. We had a backhoe with us, and after one tree, we began
looking for a second. But while the trees were absolutely enormous, and the effort involved

in finding a hollow, larger than we’d ever chosen in our lives, was quite satisfying, the
process was far 3e33713323
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